[Automatic and manual methods for counting the thrombocytes in the blood].
The results are compared from the platelet count in blood via chamber method with phase contrast and via electronic method with "Thrombocounter C". The reproducibility was studied in a series in the low, referent and high region. The electronic-automatic method gives a better reproducibility than the chamber method in all three regions. The poorest is the reproducibility in the low region where VC of both methods were the closest. The results from the two methods are in a high positive correlation (r = 0.9145, n = 61), the arithmetical mean from the electronic method being insignificantly higher than the mean of the chamber method, p greater than 0.05. In the low region, with platelets under 80 X 10(9)/l, the reliability of the electronic-automatic method is decreased. The results from the chamber and electronic-automatic method have a normal distribution. The electronic-automatic method is several times faster and less tiresome than the chamber one.